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Chapter 8 

I 

2100: All People Open Talk 
THE TALKSPACE AS A 

PROFESSIONAL CONSTRUCT 

t is fascinating that people do tune in, phone in, or physically join the live 

audience on a current-affairs program such as 2100, at a time when public 

.communication is generally recognized as in crisis world-wide. Much can 

be learned from the fact that participatory programming does thrive, albeit in various 

mixtures of the private and the public, entertainment and information. As we have seen in 

Chapter 4, critiques of talkshow journalism are indeed well grounded and cautions are 

therefore necessary. Nonetheless it is not justifiable to dismiss talkshow journalism too 

pessimistically. Aside from its being cost-efficient for the industry, the zest of audiences to 

participate actively in televised public talk, for whatever reasons, should not by all means 

be underestimated. It is this zest, however dubious, that makes possible any form of 

participatory programming, that lends authenticity out of the nearly unclassifiable 

heteroglossia of life/reality to the art form (i.e. the talkshow in our case), that tells us not 

only the charm of television but also the sociable dimension of audiences. 

This last (i.e. the sociable aspect of audiences shown in audiences' zeal to 

participate) is of special significance to our concern. There has long been a prevailing 

image of television audiences as atomized, segregated, and more specifically, individual-

oriented in their private homes. Through this image, audiences can be seen quite variably: 

They can be the supposed faceless dumb zombies from whom media effects are expected, 

or the presumed picky consumers of media texts seeking only for personal use and 

gratification. They can also be the socially and culturally situated constructors of meanings 

who are allowed three possibilities by Hall's encoding/decoding model1, or be the subjects 

positioned and interpellated by a media text through some universal set of psychological 

mechanisms (see e.g. Ang 1996). According to this image, audiences, active or passive, 

tend to hide in privacy as individual media consumers, very seldom associated with the 

The three possibilities refer to the three decoding potentials, i.e. the dominant, the negotiative, or the 
oppositional. 
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broader social world except through the media texts. Even the most capable or audacious 

among them negotiate meanings with the media only quietly or privately. Nearing the 

twenty-first century, the increasing fragmentation/segmentation of audiences in a 

marketized multichannel environment seems only to strengthen this long-held image. 

Obviously, participatory news talk program addresses audiences with a rather 

different image. That 2100 becomes quite like an established institution relies to a great 

degree on responsive and sociable audiences who are not satisfied by merely staying as 

bystanders in private obscurity, however powerful their gaze could be. Its participatory 

format in particular envisions a neighborhood or community of audiences interested in the 

topic under discussion and having the access, albeit inevitably limited, to join the 

discussion. As long as there is sufficient participation zeal on the part of audiences, it can 

continue to facilitate public talk in a way that shows audiences can be bothered enough to 

rise up from the comforts of their private home where they are presumed, by industry 

people in particular, to remain indifferent, cynical, or complacent with private voyeuristic 

pleasure. 

Yet it takes more than a mere participatory talk format to engage the sociable, 

gregarious aspect of audiences in a way meaningful for public communication, since the 

participatory format is but open in form, rather than in content. There is an inherent 

tension arising from two conflicting attitudes towards audiences that coexist in 

participatory programming itself: The first one is that audiences seem engaged and 

appealed to individually as potential participants, being recognized as sociable and 

gregarious if given proper chances. The second one is that the audience tends to be treated 

as a taxonomie collective or a potential market that requires great pain to conquer (Ang 

1996). Where can such a contradiction lead to? Well, chances are that a participatory 

program can become more and more ideologically exclusive, due to the increasing 

homogeneity of audience participants, as we have witnessed in Taiwan radio call-in mama 

(Chapter 6). Equally likely is that audience participation is appropriated for performative 

or promotive purposes, rather than something sincerely participatory for real dialogues in 

public communication, as we have seen in Chapter 5. If left unreined and unchecked, the 

needs on the part of the program to attract and the needs on the part of certain social 

groups in the audiences to maximize the volume of their opinions, would work together as 

a pull and push mechanism in news talk programming. This would lead to the tendency to 

exclude and to control. The sociable, gregarious consciousness of audiences will then be 

called forth only to contribute to maintaining an appearance of openness, rather than to the 

much needed discursive openness in interactive talk. 
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Having learned its lesson from the call-in radio, 2100 has a built-in design to 

ensure that conflicting voices are indeed available. This is, after all, a typical talkshow 

approach of juxtaposition. Nonetheless, 2100 shares the ever-pressing industrial need to 

attract consumers/audiences by bulk in their anonymity while audience members are 

encouraged to participate in their authenticity as individuals. Claimed to "sincerely offer 

and cultivate a fair and rational public forum" (see Chapter 7), 2100 has adopted various 

ways of audience participation. Among these various ways, voice (call-in) and physical 

participation (the live audience) are the two major and only ways on 2100 that necessitate 

a direct and individual-based participation. Through these two ways, there is theoretically 

more hope that authentic lay participants are admitted to the talkspace and counterbalance 

the organizational tendency to treat them as an anonymous bulk. They are, after all, those 

who choose to rise from their otherwise isolated and segregated privacy, seeking to play a 

part in the public discourse through more individual-oriented means, rather than those 

more collective means that produce only cold statistics. 

This chapter will study how 2100 accommodates these lay participants (i.e. 

callers and live participants) as a public talkspace necessarily organized, managed, hence 

inevitably defined by professional efforts. Seen from the perspective of lay participants, 

these professional efforts are the source of those "given" on 2100 for them. In contrast to 

the ordinariness and everydayness they can bring to the talkspace as ordinary people, these 

"given" elements- namely, issues/topics, guests, and the host- smell of something "elite" 

which defines the nature of 2100 as a public talkspace for them and which they have to 

cope with if they want to get any message across. In the following sections, we will specify 

two major dimensions in these elements. One is more apparent, i.e., the diversity aspect, 

while the other more subtle and implicit, i.e. the rhetorical aspect. The diversity dimension 

refers to the diversity related to issues and guests. The rhetorical dimension refers to those 

rhetorical emphases found in issue-framing and hosting. 

1. THE DIVERSITY DIMENSION 

Together with the routine presence of the long desk, the great significance 

assigned to elite guests seems intended to give an impression of "serious" journalism in a 

participatory format with an open atmosphere as suggested by its Chinese title: "Open 

Talk" (HHü) . To see how "serious" 2100's claimed openness or how "open" 2/00's 

apparently intended "seriousness", one would have to ask what are counted as public 

affairs and who are invited as guests to talk about them. These elements obviously affect 

how public affairs are constructed on 2100, before audience participants join to construct 
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them. 

1.1. Diversity in Issue Coverage 

In a sense, 2100 does not seem to take the initiative in "constructing" public 

affairs as it mainly follows the top news headline of the day and contributes to the heat of 

controversy2. Sharing similar news values with TVBS's more traditional news 

programming, it tends to be tilted towards big guys and big places especially in political 

sense, like all other traditional news programming in Taiwan. Though occasionally it has 

some "cold dish" or special coverage for quiet days, a great majority of the issues it treats 

are news-related. This seems inevitable if one considers the "recombined" nature of 

talkshow programming. Furthermore, there seems to be few quiet days as it is exactly the 

intensified democratization process and the high frequencies of election campaigns in 

recent years that brought 2100 into being. 

1.1.1. Limited Coverage Range in the Early Years 

Early in 1995, the host Lee Tao already knew that real challenges for 2100 

would come when the society is quiet without elections and has to be fed with a "normal" 

diet (Lin Yin Ting 1995). Nonetheless, the first two years of 2100 's on-air service were 

predominantly dedicated to the intensive and extensive coverage of Taiwan politics in the 

light of election, ranging from scoring top officers to ideology debates, from inter-party, 

intra-party to cross-Strait relationships, from campaign tricks to parliament disputes3. 

Attentions paid to non-political issues then were sporadic and marginal, but some 

breakthroughs were still made, as exemplified by two symposiums on economic issues, 

titled respectively "Returning to Economy: Let the Industrial People Talk", and "The 

Asian-Pacific Operation Center: Taiwan's Future", which 2100 co-organized with the 

Economy Daily4. 

This seems understandable as 2100 was born mainly to capture the great 

intensity of politics in society. Probably as a gesture of capturing the public mood, 2100's 

crew and its elite guests also went to various off-center townships around the country, 

which happened to be the sites of its "outdoor open talk" mostly in campaign seasons. This 

2 Normally, an episode begins with the host referring to top news headline of the day, conveniently available 
for sure from TVBS's evening news bulletins. 
3 See Yang 1997, Wang 1995. See also Table 1: Period A, Table 2: Period B, and Table 6: Miscellaneous 
Episodes, in Appendix 4. 
4 The frrst symposium started in the late September of 1995, while the second aired in the intermission 
between the 1995 Parliamentary Election (December) and the 1996 Presidential election (March). 
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topicalization of small towns is an outstanding and indeed touching part in 2/00's political 

coverage. Other than that, however, big cities and big personalities, being the center of 

politics, still tend to be over-presented on 2100, as on the media as a whole. 

1.1.2. Wider Range of Coverage after Mid-1996 

A relatively balanced diet did appear when the election fever and aftermath 

started to fade away before yet another election approached. After the mid-1996, more 

social and cultural issues have been brought up, ranging from horse races to beauty 

contests, from drunk-driving to tax-driver qualifications, from TVBS' own coverage 

controversies to the state control of television, from campus safety to middle-school 

classification policies5. Apparently, 2100 is discovering, without the pressure of elections, 

the far greater area of public affairs that might have less to do with politics, as more topic 

varieties are now being introduced. 

on 2100. 

Below is a comparative table for political coverage and non-political coverage 

Table 8:1 Coverage for Political Issues and Non-political Issues 

Political Issues 1 Non-Political Issues 
Number of 
Episodes 

Hours Number of ! 
Topics 

Number of 
Episodes 

Hours Number of 
Topics 

Election Time 26 51 31 Election Time 0 0 0 
Normal 

Time 
PeriodC 30 35 30 1 Normal 

J Time 
PeriodC 3 4 3 Normal 

Time PeriodD 1 1 1 
1 Normal 
J Time Period D 12 13 12 

Normal 
Time 

Period E 4 4 4 

1 Normal 
J Time 

Period E 15 20 19 
Total 61 91 66 Total 30 39 34 

From the table, we can clearly see that 2100 dedicates itself entirely to political issue in 

election time. In Period C (May 20-July 4, 1996), there are only 3 episodes dedicated to 

non-political issues. In Period D (July 23-August 9, 1996) and Period E (November 26-

December 23, 1996), however, political coverage decreases drastically while non-political 

coverage increases greatly. Period D has only one political topic in contrast to twelve non-

political topics. Period E has four political topics in contrast to nineteen non-political 

topics. 

In a sense this but reflects or reinforces traditional news values, for the kind of 

"quiet time" predicted by Lee Tao has never lingered for too long. Big news events 

continue to break out one by one. The society has been kept hot and busy, and for sure 

2100 as well, with natural disaster news, religion-related profiteering news, shocking 

See Table 3: Period C in Appendix 4. 
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criminal cases. Dramatically enough, these tend to come in series or serials, as if to fill up 

the gap left by politicians when the time is less politically sensitive. To sum up the irony, a 

cartoonist features 2100's host at his desk, talking rather complacently to himself: "Wow! 

So many accidents and incidents to cover... I don't even have time to gasp for a while." 

Behind him the title of the program becomes "2700: All People Open Bark", rather than 

"2700: All People Open Pair (China Times 1996: Dec. 7, pp. 41). 

In a sense, 2700 has been very lucky indeed catering to a transitional society 

that seems given very few quiet moments with various and myriad causes to fight leaving 

little shortage of hot issues for it to cover. For examples, the series and serials of disastrous 

events in the later half of 1996 and early 1997 eventually led to a serious confidence crisis 

of government in the spring of 1997. This culminated in three large-scale street 

demonstrations co-organized by more than one hundred civil groups on May 4, May 18, 

and May 246. Followed by yet some other accidents and disasters which deepened the 

suspicion of the government's crisis management abilities, the demonstrations eventually 

resulted in a cabinet shift in August 1997. All these major news events seemed to come in 

handy for 2700 to fill up the relatively "quiet" and long intermission between the 1996 

Presidential Election and the 1997 Local Election (November 29). Partly as a practice of 

issue-oriented principles, partly as a result of following news values of traditional news 

programming, 2700 tends to dedicate to the coverage of those major events. By 

topicalizing their nearly every newest development with consecutive episodes, it gives an 

impression of excess coverage. 

This tendency of excess coverage of great news events is obvious on both 

political and social episodes. The whole period of June 1996, for example, was practically 

occupied by the tension between the President Office and the Legislative Yuan7. The first 

one-third of August 1996 was, quite accidentally, dedicated to the typhoon-induced 

disaster8. November and December of 1996 were nearly occupied by two appalling murder 

cases and the follow-up investigations. The same goes for yet another tragic murder of a 

famous TV entertainer's daughter on April 28, 19979, which, deemed as symptomatic of 

6 These events were well captured by 2100. See relevant episodes in Table 6, Appendix 4. 

7The tension between the Presidential Office and the Legislative Yuan was caused by President Lee's choosing 
his Vice-president as the Prime Minister without LY's consent. There were 17 topics directly related to the 
tension while all the rest of the political topics in the period were more or less associated with it. See Table 3 
in Appendix 4 for a hst of topics discussed. 
8 See Table 4 in Appendix 4. 
9 See the episode of April 28, 1997 in Table 6, Appendix 4. Subsequent episodes well capture the 
political/social uproar of the month. 
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and culminating a corrupted society with corrupted politics, triggered consecutive debates 

in May with its aftermath lingering in summer and autumn of 1997. For most recent 

examples at the time of writing, the whole month of September 1997 had 33 topics in all. 

Among the 33 topics, 10 have dedicated to President Lee's ice-breaking trip to South 

America, 5 topics to the turbulent stock market, 3 to two scandals related with industrial 

safety, which were already the main issue for the last two weeks in August. In the words of 

the host nearing the end of each episode, this tendency of over coverage reflects 2100"% 

efforts in "continuing to discuss topics that concern everyone". Yet this loyalty to 

traditional news values makes 2100 more a follower than an explorer in what is defined as 

"public affairs". 

1.2. Diversity in Guest Representations 

Claimed as "issue-oriented", 2100 has guests who frequent it (as well as other 

talk programs naturally) and then become television personalities eventually. With the 

shining stardom of these familiar guests, 2100 seems to be a program that treats issues 

simultaneously with celebrities- though the former more explicitly and the latter more 

implicitly. This paves the way for guests with either some messages to get across or his/her 

own personality to boost, or probably both. As 2100 needs issues along with guests, the 

convenient visibility of a stage is there for those who would try its spotlight, be they 

election candidates who come for media exposure, or government officers who want to sell 

or defend their policies, or social movement activists who wish to make appeals, or 

academics who like to share their expertise, or professionals who expect to contribute their 

experiences. These guests are those who construct the main frame and offer the major 

substance of the discussed issues for audiences. Yet 2100 naturally tends to "package" 

them according to its own purposes and convenience. This can be grasped from guest 

diversity and the designed guest combination for competing opinion positions. 

1.2.1. Guest Variety 

Being a strip program that runs every weekday, 2100 is constantly in need of 

guests as all talkshows are, even more desperately, as its emphasis is on the contrast of 

different opinions. This means that more than two guests with different views for each 

topic are needed. Normally 2100 has 3-5 guests for a topic, sometimes it has only two, and 

occasionally only one when the highlight is an interview. Rarely does it has more than ten 

when the nature of the topic demands a big presentation of guests10. Adding to the 

For example, the episode on Thursday May 9, 1997, titled "Political Situation in Turbulence: When to 
resolve the Crisis?", involved twelve politicians with different party backgrounds. The episode was part of the 
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desperateness, 2100 follows the development of hot news headlines tightly and has to 

respond as quick as possible. Topics planned in advance are easily cancelled and replaced, 

as a frequent viewer would be quick to discover. This is just part of the hazard of talkshow 

programming but it adds to the challenge for guests who, feeling the burden of having to 

look spontaneous on the small screen, are often given a very short notice. 

The result is that guests on 2700 tended to be old familiar faces. A check of the 

guest list from May 20 to July 4 1996— a significant time-period with great political 

intensity, as it covered a series of major political events11-- one would find that there were 

only 60 guests who filled the total 120 seats for guests (see Table C, Appendix 4). 

To study more systematically guest variety on 2700, we classify all guests into 

three groups: firstly politicians, secondly scholars/experts/civil groups leaders etc., and 

thirdly government officers. Then we check the distribution of each guest group, first in 

term of election/normal time, then in terms of political/non-political coverage. The results 

are respectively displayed tables below. 

Table 8:2 Distributions of Guest Groups in different time-periods 

Politicians Scholars, experts, civil 
group leaders, etc. 

Government 
officers 

Total 

Election Time 100 80.6% 20 16.1% 4 3.2% 124 
Normal Time 176 68.5% 63 24.5% 18 7% 257 

Total 276 72.4% 83 21.8% 22 5.8% 381 

From Table 8:2, we find that politicians are indeed a great majority as they account for 

72.4% of guest representation, occupying 276 out of the 381 guest seats, while the 

scholars/experts group accounts for 21.8% and the group of government officers accounts 

for only 5.8%. In election time, politicians account for 80.6% of guest representation as 

they occupy 100 seats among the total 124 guest seats. In normal time, politicians decrease 

somehow in the presentation percentage as they account for 68.5% of guest presentation 

(176 out of the available 257 seats). By contrast, both the scholar/experts group and the 

government officer group increase for representation in normal time. The former occupies 

24.5% while the later 7% of guest representation. 

whole week discussion in response to a large-scale demonstration on Sunday May 4 in which Premier Lien 
was requested to step down, after a series of big crimes erupted. Another example is Council members Self-
interested? They come to clarify! (July 31, 1997). See Table 6, Appendix 4. 

The tension was due to the endurable rifts between the Presidential Office and the Legislative Yuan caused 
by President Lee's choosing his Vice-president as the Prime Minister without LY's consent. This was 
topicalized by 17 episodes in Period C and was reflected in the rest of political coverage in the period. 
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Table 8:3 Distributions of Guest Groups 
in Political Coverage and Non-political Coverage 

Politicians Scholars, experts and 
civil group leaders 

Government 
officers 

Total 

Political Coverage 217 85.8% 27 10.7% 9 3.6% 253 
Non-political Coverage 59 46% 56 43.8% 13 10.2% 128 

Total 276 72.4% 83 21.8% 22 5.8% 381 

From Table 8:3, we can see that, as naturally, politicians have an even greater majority of 

representation in political coverage. They account for 85.8% of guest representation, while 

scholars/experts account for 10.7% and government officers 3.6%. In non-political 

coverage, however, scholars/experts increase drastically as the percentage they occupy 

become 43.8%, not a big difference from the 46% share of politicians. Government 

officers increase in their representation as well, as they now have 10.2% representation in 

non-political coverage. 

The three parties were indeed balancedly represented for every topic on a one-

seat-one-party basis, but the representation tended to concentrate on those frequent guests-

so frequent that some of them even took turns hosting 2100 when Lee Tao was on holidays 

from May 27 till June 712. More interesting was the representation of independent 

politicians, i.e. those not attached to the three parties. During the period there were a total 

of 4 episodes/topics in which a seat for independent politicians was arranged, but, 

amazingly, the total 4 seats were all occupied by the same person: Legislator Liao Hsué-

Guang, as if no other independents were available13. From the illustration of this time-

period it is not hard to imagine the interdependency between 2100, which needs guests 

desperately, and those politicians, who desire the kind of television visibility it can offer 

better than any other programs. 

In fact, these old faces remain a good source of guests for 2100 in its never-

ending hustle and bustle of pursuing hot news headlines, even when the topics have less or 

little political significance14. There were few episodes that consisted of only non-

12 

These politician-hosts are counted as guests in the statistics of Table 8:2 and 8:3 so as to reflect the reality 
of having the frequent guests take turns to host. See Episodes May 27-June 7 in Table C, Appendix 4. 
13 

See the list of guests in Period C, Appendix 4. 
Some of these old-faced guests are called by 2100' s crew as "a group of safety air bags", since they often 

come at the emergency call when 2100 runs out of guests for a topic (see Yang 1997). Below we try to give a 
glimpse of these old faces from Period A-E, by listing those who appear four times or more in the five time 
periods. 

Guest Party 
Associated 

Times of 
appearance 

Guests Party associated Times of 
appearance 

1 Lin Yu-Hsiang KMT 9 10 KaoHui-Yu NP 5 
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politicians and without any politicians. Take the four-week period of November 26-

December 23, 1996 (Period E) as an example, as it is a period mostly occupied by social 

issues. There were twenty consecutive episodes with twenty-five topics in all, among 

which only five were relevant to politics, while all the rest were social issues. Yet there 

were only two topics without any politicians involved in the debate15. Being much more 

willing than anyone else to show their faces on the program, politicians tended to be more 

available than any other experts especially when given a very short notice (China Times 

1997: July 5). Probably they just came to fill up the vacancies out of convenience or 

contingencies, but there were times when they obviously have no relevant background for 

the issue. The episode dated September 29, 1997 shows an NP member evidently without 

internet experience joining to discuss whether to regulate the internet or not. Another 

episode on cloning technology (dated December 2, 1996) includes a female politician who 

according to the host came to "represent the humanist perspective16". 

A few occasions show that 2100 even functioned as kind of a social club for 

these political celebrities. This was exemplified by an episode in June 1997 when about six 

or eight old faces gathered, unusually not to dispute, but to chat and share some enjoyable 

moments brought up by Martin St. James the entertaining hypnotist17. On Friday August 25, 

1997, 2100 was reportedly to have an outdoor activity highlighting on its old-face guests 

having fun together in a park18. The activity was cancelled later due to a typhoon-induced 

disaster which broke out that day and was covered by 2100 for the evening. Besides 

2 Yiao Li-ming NP 9 111 Feng Ding-Guo NP 5 
3 Liao Feng-Te KMT 8 12 Jou Chuen NP 4 
4 Yeng Jin-Fu DPP 7 13 Rong Chi-Ping NP 4 
5 Shen Fu-Hsiung DPP 6 | l 4 Liu Tzeng-Wei NP 4 
6 Chen Wen-Chien DPP 6 15 Chen Hsue-Sheng KMT 4 
7 Chen Hong-Ji KMT 6 16 Lu Hsiu-Yi DPP 4 
8 Yu Mu-Ming NP 6 Il7 Jen Han-Sheng KMT 4 

9 Wang Tuo DPP 5 18 Liao Hsue-Guang Independent 4 
Subtotal 62 | Subtotal 38 

Total 700 
•Referring to those who have appeared for at least four times in the five periods. 

From the list above we find that 16 guests, all politicians, have appeared on 2100 for four times or more 
during the five periods, and that these 16 guests occupy 100 seats out of the available 381 seats for guests. As 
we have a total of 197 guests who filled up the total of 381 seats, this means that 26% of guest seats (100 out 
of 381) were occupied by 8% of guests (16 out of 197). 

1 They are: the two topics of the same episode on December 20, 1996. The first one focuses on a religion-
related profiteering scandal. Among the guests there is indeed a Taipei city council member. She is not 
counted as politician here as she appeared as a member of the suspect religion and was not a frequent guest 
herself, nor behaved as politician. 

16 

17 

See Table 6 in Appendix 4. 

A video piece ofthat episode was shown on September 8, 1997, when the entertaining hypnotist was 
confronted on 2100 by a medical hypnotist, Dr. Yang Gun-Hsiung. See Table 6, Appendix 4. 
18 

For the news story see China Times Evening Post 1997, August 14, pp. 10. 
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illustrating the contingencies in talkshow programming, the accident seems to imply some 

off-screen relationships (Rosenstiel 1992, in Cook et al. 1992) between 2100 and its 

frequent politician guests. Furthermore, it suggests a possible tendency for 2100 to join the 

trend of entertaining politics, which has already become a part of television's function in 

recent years. 

1.2.2. Guest Combinations 

Using political issues as both the starter and the main course, 2100 juxtaposed 

the long-term opposition DDP and the young NP with their old big brother KMT, nearly 

daily in the televized debates. This is a practice now very much taken for granted. For 

quite some time in the beginning, however, it created some stunning effects with highly 

sensitive political implications. First of all, it was a gesture or announcement of 

recognition to a tri-party competitive politics made ritual on television, when self-

censorship, if not state censorship, was still tight in all stations. Secondly, the three were 

made equally footed, at the expense of the normally much privileged KMT, on a one-party-

one-seat basis, which was a strong contrast not only to the practice on other channels, but 

also to the mechanism in the Legislative Yuan and the General Assembly (the two 

parliaments) based on the percentage of owned seats19. That was why, thirdly, 2100 

functioned as an extraparliamentary place where the KMT came necessarily, however 

reluctantly, to defend, and the DPP and the NP came, and normally gladly, to attack, 

especially when under the pressure of election campaigns. 

Previously intended to avoid taking sides in the rifts between the mainstream 

and the minor stream in Taiwan politics, the design of the three set stances (i.e., KMT, 

DDP, and NP) on election-related issues soon became a legacy— or better, a convenient 

basis on which all topics with political significance were presented and discussed. With 

these three clear-cut positions represented in the studio, it is understandable that the 

discussion would tend to be highly confrontational and ideologically competing. Soon 

there appeared the fourth seat, besides the three-party positions. In election seasons, the 

seat was normally for an academic who represented the neutrality of knowledge/expertise. 

In normal time (i.e. without elections), it is for a government officer responsible for or 

relevant to the issue under discussion, who came either to explain or make appeals. Yet 

this seat was not constantly present. In fact, the emphasis was normally on the three 

political positions. For quite some time in mid-1996, three separate stripes, painted 

respectively in blue, green, and yellow— the three well-recognized colors respectively 

representing the KMT, the DPP, and the NP, appeared on the front side of the then still L-

19 The KMT was reportedly very furious about such one-party-one-seat arrangement. They suggested in vain 
that the guest combination should reflect the percentage of parliamentary seats occupied by a party (see 
e.g.,Yang 1997). 
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shaped desk. The design might have served to emphasize 2100,s extraparliamentary 

function, but it also gave an impression of either precluding other stance possibilities from 

the grayer areas in the political spectrum, or over politicizing the issues. 

There are a number of topics which, if given a different guest combination 

other than the balanced three party representation, would have been treated with less 

politicization of the issue. For example, the episode (November 26, 1996) on the 

corruption of the juridical system, involved the neat trichotomy plus an officer from the 

Control Yuan. The result was, unsurprisingly, the mutual accusations among different 

party delegates. Another example is an episode (December 17, 1996), which also involved 

the neat trichotomy plus a media academic, on the legislative necessity to enforce the 

withdrawal of the state/party/army from the Three Television Stations. The debate 

highlighted the predictable attack and defense among the three delegates. It would have 

been difficult to discover the deficiencies of such trichotomized presentation of Taiwan 

politics if other guest combination possibilities were not introduced to the audience. 

Luckily, the neat trichotomy of the opinion spectrum did not seem to hold for more and 

more topics as non-political issues were increasingly treated and newer areas of 

current/public affairs were explored. 

The prevailing form of guest combination with the neat three-party trichotomy 

is easily discernible from the lists of guests in Appendix 4. Nonetheless, by sorting out 

possible opinion stances available in each topic from Period A to E, we specify three major 

forms of guest combination: a. the usual trichotomy (the combination of four candidate-

teams in Presidential election period is included), b. alternative opinion stance(s) added to 

the trichotomy, c. the trichotomy broken. The second combination refers only to those who 

represent an alternative opinion stance, therefore scholars or government officers acting as 

are not included, unless they explicitly representing a certain party. The results are 

displayed in Table 8:4: 

Table 8:4 Guest combinations on 2100 

In topics 
The usual 

Trichotomy 
Alternative(s) 

added 
The Trichotomy 

broken 
Total topics 

Period A _, 11 1 0 12 

Period B 14 2 3 19 

PeriodC 26 5 2 33 

Period D 6 0 6 12* 

Period E 8 3 12 23 

Total 65 11 23 99 

*The topic in Episode Aug. 2 is excluded as most quests were unidentifiable in the videotape. 

From Table 8:4 it is clear that the usual trichotomy prevails especially in election time, 
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with 25 (11+14) topics out of a total of 27 topics (12+19). It persists unsurprisingly in 

Period C, which is essentially political intensive. The trichotomy is broken more frequently, 

however, in Period D and E where there are more non-political issues introduced. In 

Period E, the number of topics with the trichotomy broken even exceed the number of 

topics with the usual trichotomy. The longer intermission between the 1996 Presidential 

Election and the 1997 Local Election also contributed to the decrease in the use of the neat 

trichotomy, as there was no campaign fever there to encourage the politicization of 

everything. 

This certainly paved the way for alternative combinations of guests and 

definitely helped decrease the stereotyped approach to issues and bring in new dynamism. 

More spaces were therefore left for non-politicians with relevant expertise or even non-

elite with relevant real-life backgrounds. Thus, newer faces were gradually introduced, 

though old faces remained active20. For example, there were other episodes on media 

performance but with different guest combinations. The one titled "Right or Wrong in 

Media Coverage of the Jail Riot and the County Magistrate's Murder Case?" (December 2, 

1996) or the one titled "Should Politicians Withdrawing from the Media?" (October 7, 

1997) involved two non-politician experts in the debate. Thus, party confrontations 

decreased drastically, though contrasts between conflicting ideas may remain21. Another 

vivid comparative example can be acquired from two episodes, dated respectively 

September 17 and 18, 1997. Both topicalized President Lee's controversial talk abroad. 

The September 17 episode had the old balanced representation of the three parties, hence 

the opinions or arguments from the three guests were essentially predictable. The KMT 

20 
To give a glimpse of 2100's introduction of new faces, we tried to look for new faces from Period A up to 

Period E by deleting repeated names in the process. For each period, the number of new faces accumulated 
was then divided by the number of guest seats accumulated. By this way it was intended to grasp the 
percentage guests occupy against the seats available for them in each period. The results are displayed as 
below: 

Number of new 
guests added 

Number of new 
guests accumulated 

Number of guest 
seats accumulated 

Guests: Seats Number of guest seats 
for the period 

Period A 45 45 48 93.8% 48 
PeriodB 34 79 124 63.7% 76 
PeriodC 38 117 244 48% 120 
Period D 26 143 287 49.8% 43 
Period E 44 187 281 66.5% 94 

We can see that the value of "Guests: Seats" in Column 4 descents from Period A (93.8%) to Period C (48%) 
then ascents from Period C to Period E (66.5%). Apparently, non-political issues help introduce more new 
faces, who tend to be non-pohticians (see also Table 8:3). 
21 

Guests for the episode on December 2, 1996 are Mr. Yang Jao, a social commentator, Mr. Tzai Sung-Lin, 
the Honory President of the Board of Foundation for Consumer Education, along with Ms. Lee Chin-An, a 
NP Taipei city council member, Ms Kao Hui-Yu, a NP legislator. The last two have relevant background in 
journalism. 
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delegate would always defend Lee, the President of the ruling party, while the NP and the 

DPP always tried to attack, making the discussion highly confrontational and even 

emotionally charged. By contrast, the episode on September 18 provided certain freshness 

when the old formula was broken with two non-politician guests interpreting Lee with rare 

humor and offering something less predictable or less stereotyped22. 

Guests such as academics, professionals, or civil group leaders are the newer 

source of competing ideas who obviously enrich 2100 as they do open up new dimensions 

in the discussion. However their participation might not produce clear-cut contrasts easily. 

In a sense, bearers of real-life experiences who are introduced (and in disguise when 

needed) on 2100 serve to compensate this. These guests normally do not join in the debate, 

but just offer their experiences as a source of contrast. This is exemplified by the episode 

on young girls making easy money in porno places (July 23, 1996), the one on Tibetan 

Buddhism (March 7, 1996) after series of religion-related scandals broke out, and the one 

on Taipei mayor's determination to crack down gangsters (September 24, 1997). No 

matter how the combinations of guests might be, however, the strong contrast between 

pros and cons remains the main fare, for 2100' s crew tries hard to make sure of the desired 

contrasts among guests (Yang 1997, Wang 1998). This echoes what Tuchman (1974: 122) 

terms as "typifications" of guests by talkshow staffers, for clearer definitions of "the 

interactionally usable attributes" (Chapter 5). 

Under the weighty burden of arguing on topics that look quite serious with highly 

recognized news values, how might the elite guests view their own inherently conflict-

oriented debate? A glimpse of their comments can be captured from two statements by 

Shen Fu-Hsiung, an eloquent DPP legislator, one of 2100's star guests. The first one is 

from the episode of January 3, 1996, aired outdoors highlighting the Presidential election 

campaign war with four delegates from the four candidate-teams. Having observed how 

delegates of the other three KMT-related teams23 were caught in a mutual mud-slinging, 

Shen, being the DPP delegate, addressed the live audience light-heartedly in Taiwan 

dialect: 

See how they got tangled there scooping their common stinky past!... From 

22 

Titled "President Lee's Humor: Let's Talk About it Humorously", the episode involved two politicians, 
Wang Jien-Hsuen from NP, Lu Hsiu-Yi from DPP, and two writers. Liang Hsuen, Wang Ben-hu. Here Lee's 
controversial talk refers to his casual comments, to a group of Taiwan reporters who followed him to South 
America, on the Communist China as "big" but "stupid" and "useless". The sensitive nature of such comments 
by a President is imaginable, given the hard-core tension across the Strait. 
23 

There were four teams running for the 1996 Presidential Election. They were the KMT's Lee-Lien team, the 
Lin-Hao team and the Chen-Wang team (all KMT breakaways), and the DPP's Peng-Hsie team. 
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where else can we know how stinky they are except themselves? This is indeed 
real fun for all.... Yet I am left here unchallenged. Aye! This is too boring for 
me. 

Obviously, Shen was fully aware of the entertaining elements inherent in the designed 

conflicting opinion stances. More than willing to contribute for the expected theatrical 

effects, he lamented when the chance was not available for him. Yet Shen was also 

cautious of over exercising in the verbal competition when circumstances required. In 

another episode, dated January 31, 1996, Shen was part of the usual balanced 

representation in the studio. There was an extra satellite-connected guest, Huang Wen-

Fang, introduced as the ex-Head of Taiwan-Affair Department, China's Xin-Hwa News 

Agency in Hong Kong, who remained visible on screen. Shen began his second round in 

the hot debate on China's reactions to Taiwan's first Presidential Election24 by addressing 

his studio compatriots seriously: 

In front of Mr. Huang, I think we three should behave a bit more decently. So 
far I feel this program very entertaining... 

Here he spoke with a lowered-down voice, as if trying to avoid being heard by the satellite-

connected guest. The caution, aroused obviously by the sensitive nature of the issue 

discussed, reflects an awareness of the constraints a guest might undergo on 2100, however 

willing or capable s/he is in coping with the format to get his/her party-affiliated messages 

across. In particular, potential consensus, which is much needed to get something done in 

democracy, might be lost in the designed trichotomization 2100 tends to apply to all 

political issues. 

2. THE RHETORIC DIMENSION 

It is no accident that Shen felt 2100 to be very entertaining in its seemingly 

serious debates on public affairs. The ever-pressing need to engage the audiences 

inevitably leads to certain rhetorical emphases in its talk programming. Such emphases are 

perhaps not immediately obvious, they are nonetheless discernible if examined with 

critical eyes. In this section we will focus on two major areas where such rhetoric 

emphases are expressed. The first one is related with issue framing, the second has 

something to do with the host's mediating style. 

The episode was titled "Interpreting Li Peng: Taiwan's Perspectives" (see Appendix 4). Li Peng was then 
the Premier of China who delivered a speech earlier that day commenting on Cross-Strait relationship in the 
light of Taiwan's first Presidential Election to be held later on March 23. 
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2.1. Rhetoric Emphases as Reflected in Issue-framing 

The topic, though normally not available until an episode is on air with the host 

facing the audience and spelling it out in his briefing, remain visible all the time at the 

bottom of the screen. This constant visual presence suggests a recognition of the need to 

remind or attract the attention of home audiences supposedly grazing or zipping with the 

remote control in hand. Naturally, the topics themselves bear the same recognition. Being 

in written form for watching, the series of static Chinese characters which serve as the 

topics tend to differ from traditional news headlines in several ways, that is, the use of 

question form, the use of simplified dichotomy, the mixed use of Taiwan dialect and 

Mandarin. 

2.1.1. The Frequent Use of Question Form 

Most of 2/00's topics are in question form with a question mark. Those 

presented in simple statements are comparatively few in quantity. This seems common to 

both political topics and social cultural topics, to both election campaign time and normal 

time, and is well supported by a check on the topic list in our five-period collection (see 

Appendix 4). In all there are 78 topics in question form, out of the 100 topics. From Period 

A, there were 9 out of 12 topics. Period B had 12 out of the 19 topics. In Period C, there 

were 27 out of the 33 topics. Period D has 11 topics in question form out of the 12 topics. 

Period E has 20 out of 23 topics. This question form was still dominant in mid-1997. For 

the period August 25 - October 3, 1997, for example, there were 33 out of the 38 topics. 

Topics are shown on the screen as a question such as the following: 

• How to promote solidarity between different social groups? (Nov. 21,1995) 

• Youngsters! Which party understands you more? (Nov. 24, 1995) 

• After the storm, will NP survive? (March 19, 1997) 

• Stock Market Plunges Frantically: Who Is Responsible? (September 2,1997) 

• Internet Flooded by Violence and Porno: should it be regulated? (September 29, 1997) 

• If China can change its flag, national anthem, and national title, shall Taiwan talk or 
not? (October 1, 1997) 

To frame an issue in question form implies, above all, that the issue is open to 

discussions. No matter what the answer(s) will be or whether or not there is any 

satisfactory answer, the focus is on the discussion. This is especially so when the 

juxtaposition approach tends to give an impression that there is no definite or certain 

answers, as every conflicting or completing opinion stands equal. The frequent use of a 

detective question, furthermore, express an intention to involve the audiences in a who-

dun-it detection. This is especially so when it comes to those issues related with some 
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particular ailments or disasters, the causes for which tend to be too complicated to clarify. 

Thus, in an open-to-discussion atmosphere, audiences are invited to explore "who is 

responsible" or "where lies the core of the problem" for the seemingly never-ending power 

struggles in politics and incidents of all kinds in recent years25. 

This "open-to-discussion" spirit seems commonly shared by those topics that 

are not in the form of a question, but are in the form of a simple statement. This is 

exemplified by the only six topics not in question form in Period C (May 20 - M y 4, 1996). 

• 520 Open Talk for All Bosses of President Lee (May 20, 1996, the inauguration day for the first 
elected President) 

• "Get some big cocks caught and killed!" Said the President. All people diagnose 
police problems. (May 30, 1996) 

• Legislators Open Mouths to Bite? Voters Open Mouths to Talk! (June 17, 1996) 

• Chaos in the Legislative Yuan (the Parliament), Provincial Governor Complains, 
Provincial People Join for Open Talk (June 25,1996) 

• One Month after the President's Inauguration: All People Come for Open Talk (June 21, 
1996) 

• DPP President Faces the Audience: Let's Have Open Talk! (July 4, 1996) 

These topics not only focus on the discussion itself, but also imply a hearty invitation for 

participating in the "open talk"! 

2.1.2. The Frequent Use of Simple Dichotomy 

The frequent use of simple dichotomy is, admittedly, not as prevailing as the 

detective, generalized question form, but still a very salient feature especially if including 

all those which would suggest a clear-cut, either-or dichotomy26. To give some more recent 

illustrations, there are 16 out of the 33 question-topics for the period August 25- October 3 

1997, and 15 out of the 27 topics that have this characteristic. A more explicit dichotomy 

is often formulated like this: 

• Do Elections Lead to Confrontations between Peace and Danger? (Nov. 20, 1995) 

• Tension upgraded across the Strait: Is American Intervention a blessing or disaster? 
(March 11, 1996) 

For examples: Objection to Tax Increase? Who Is Responsible for Financial Deficits? (May 28, 1996), 
Who killed the teacher? Why a teenager would kill? (May 29, 1996), Who Is the Source of Troubles: The 
legislative Yuan or the President? (June 11, 1996), Who Produces the Cold-blooded Teenagers? (October 
14, 1997) 

The use of explicit and implicit dichotomy in 2/00's topics is not always easily grasped if studied from the 
English translation. Based on original Chinese topics, we find that out of the 100 topics, there are a total of 27 
topics in explicit dichotomy and a total of 31 in implicit dichotomy. See Appendix 4. 
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• New Taiwanianism Arises In Response to ChiCom 's Military Threats: Advantageous 
or disadvantageous. (March 19, 1996) 

• Curfew for Teenagers: Protection or Harm? (May 31,1996) 

• Spilled water hard to re-collected: Who is right and who is wrong in the confrontation 
between the ruling party and its oppositions for the 4th nuclear power plant? (June 7 
1996) 

• Why so chaotic in the personnel arrangements for top offices: Who is to blame? LY or 
President? (June 11, 1996) 

• T°P officers step down for the deteriorating social disorder! Responsible Politics? 
Over-politicized? (April 30, 1997) 

A more implicit dichotomy is often formulated like this: 

• Internal fights in KMT: Taiwan's social order in jeopardy ? (Nov. 22, 1995) 

• Missile Patriot to be deployed in Taipei. Mayor Abien says No. Do you agree? (May 
22, 1996) 

• Is it proper to rename Road Je-Shou in front of the Presidential Office Building as 
Road Kaidaglan? (March 13, 1996) 

• Legislator Stabbed: A Major Social Event? (May 21, 1996) 

• Typhoon Herbert Devastates Formosa: The Disaster Inevitable? (August 1, 1996) 

• Are there Communist Spies in Taiwan Stock Market? (September 12, 1997) 

There are obvious advantages to simplify the issue in dichotomy form. 2100 is, 

after all, a talkshow on television which, according to Levy27, fit for clear and succinct 

information. Audiences who have an interest in participating may find it much easier to 

respond to a clear-cut question. Yet the constraints would certainly accompany the 

advantages, which will be explored in Section 3. 

2.1.3. The Mixed Use of Taiwan Dialect and Mandarin 

The mixed use of Taiwan dialect and Mandarin implies an effort to give more 

recognition to the native speakers of the long-suppressed dialect, who account for about 

73.3% of the population (see Huaang 1995). With the issues accentuated with the unique 

Taiwanese tone in the Chinese characters of the topics, an immediate populist appeal is 

being transmitted. Though the mixture does produce certain lingual awkwardness, the 

juxtaposition of the vernacular dialect and the official Mandarin at least reflects, albeit still 

limitedly, the language reality in the society. For any news programming, mixing the 

dialect and the official language on topics is still something rather unusual even in 1997, 

27 See Levy (1992:69-71). 
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but 2100 started it as early as its emergence in mid-199428. Following the establishment of 

its popularity, such mixed use of the two languages has been increasingly accepted on 

television and now become quite popular on local television drama series or serials. 

While this is a symbolic gesture to encourage mass participation, it should not 

be denied that applying the Taiwan dialect in the formulation of topics has its drawbacks, 

however. It may create difficulties for those yet to learn and speak it to understanding the 

issue. 

2.2. Rhetoric Emphases as Reflected in Host's Mediating 

While other anchors or hosts still feel the restrictions of self-censorship or 

external censorship, the host Lee Tao has already pioneered the journalistic front-line of 

competitive politics (see Chapter 6). Adopting the neutral chair and carefully nurturing his 

neutral image, he seems to be an acknowledged symbol of news authority on Taiwan 

television29. Through juxtaposing conflicting ideas, he lets the audience hear with their 

own ears what those newsmakers have to say. For sure, the conflicting ideas are not just 

juxtaposed randomly. More than anyone else, the host learns that the talk program is 

essentially intended to offer a spectacle for audiences. It should be a spectacle which can, 

as ideally expected, engage viewers so much that they actually brave all possible hazards 

and take action to try to participate in the talking later when the audience's time comes. 

While facing rating pressure is a common fate for all television programs, a live 

participatory program faces it even more directly and immediately. It is the host who 

shoulders the responsibility to engage in the front, as it is he who serves as the controller, 

intermediater, and orchestrator. 

2.2.1. Calculative Orchestration 

At the surface level, the host does not seem to do any significant talk, as the 

main stuff of the debate comes from the guests30. Yet doubtlessly it is the host who takes 

28"Open Talk" in the title of the program, 2100: All People Open Talk, is actually an expression of Taiwan 
dialect, not mandarin. From the 100 topics in the five periods, we find there are a total of 17 topics 
characterized by such a mixed expression. See those attached with the original Chinese titles in Tables A-E, 
Appendix 4, for these 17 topics. 

29 "The symbol of news authority" was a term referred to Lee Tao in an entertaining news story in China 
News 1995 Mar. 18, pp.22. 
30 This is the major complaint of the host of another talkshow, titled True Face of 1995 then True Face of 
1996, which had competed for the longest duration with 2100 at the same time-slot, with similar political stuff, 
and even in similar format. The host, Lee Chin-Ann, felt reluctant to be "a mere time allocator", thus changed 
the participatory format of the talkshow into a pure elite show in 1996. The program disappeared, however, in 
early 1997. 
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the initiative and directs the course of the debate while participants, lay or elite, mainly 

respond to the host's questions with little chance for spontaneous interactions. Even the 

conversation between two guests is mostly mediated by the host, as 2100''s format is such 

that they normally do not speak to each other directly, though some brief and spontaneous 

reactions do often take place in the midst of a heated debate. Hence, the host is practically 

the core of the debate. It is he who decides the turn taking and sequencing for participants 

by assigning pre-planned questions for them to answer31. 

This design makes 2100 quite a controlled space for its participants, controlled 

by the host who actually "foresees" the whole talk process in advance (Yang 1997). In a 

sense, his question-asking is equivalent to the anchor's editing of news events for news 

bulletins. Through asking a question, the host introduces to the audience the various 

aspects of a certain issue. This can be illustrated by the episode dated March 19, 1996, 

titled New Taiwanianism Arises In Response to ChiCom 's Military Threats: Advantageous 

or disadvantageous?32 The guests ofthat evening were the three representatives from the 

three parties plus Liu Bin-Yen, the ex-senior reporter of People's Daily in China but now 

engaged in the pro-democracy movement abroad. The host started the first round of debate 

by posing a question to each guest: 

1. Lady first... [According to several poll surveys] it seems that the more Taiwanese 
are threatened by force, the more predictable Taiwanianism will rise. Do you think this 
is advantageous for us or disadvantageous under such circumstances? (To DDP delegate, 
Miss Chen Wen-Chien) 

2. Talking about Taiwan as a community with common future, school textbooks have 
a lot of serious contradictions interpreting our history and culture. Many people argue 
for a large-scale deletion and revision. What's your opinion? (To NP delegate, Mr. Li Ching-
Hwa) 

3. Under the intensifying military threat, do you think Taiwan will become more and 
more distant from China? (To KMT delegate, Mr. Wu Yu-Sheng) 

4. You have observed China from abroad for a long time and now you come to 
observe Taiwan's Presidential Election. As Communist China upgrades its missile 
threats against Taiwan, many people in Taiwan demand self-determination as they think 
it is the only choice. In this case, do you think that ChiCom (Chinese Communists) will 
simply go ahead bullying Taiwan by force? (To Mr. Liu) 

In response to the questions they receive respectively, Chen said she can't see 

31 

Admittedly, sometimes the guests do not answer immediately or directly the host's question, if they feel 
more urgent to respond to other guests or lay talkers. 
32 

See Table 2 in Appendix 4 for the episode. 
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anything disadvantageous, as a clear differentiation of us/other finally emerges and 

Taiwanese are willing to face their common fate together. Li said a proportional change on 

school textbooks is necessary, but Taiwanese Awareness is not incompatible with Chinese 

Awareness. Wu cautions that Taiwan Awareness is good if it helps face the past 40 years 

of Chinese history more pragmatically, but bad if leading to Independence Awareness or 

new Taiwan Nationalism. Liu emphasizes the importance of differentiating between 

Chinese People and China's authority, as it is a small bunch of "hard-liners", not Chinese 

people, who make the decision to threaten Taiwan. The host does not seem to say much if 

compared with the quite elaborate replies he gets for each question. Behind each question, 

however, lies his understanding of the background of each guest. For examples, the 

question to NP delegate refers to the newest stage of the long-term indigenization (the 

textbook revision) which the pro-reunification NP has harshly criticized. The question to 

the KMT delegate implies that the KMT's ambiguous approach to China may need a 

clarification. Behind the sequence of the questions and the questioned guests lies his 

conscious control of the direction of the debate. A change in the sequence of either the 

guests or the questions will change not only just the course of the debate but perhaps also 

the nature of the debate. For example, if the first question is for the NP's Mr. Li and not for 

the DPP's Miss Chen, the answer must be a negative "No", which would definitely 

influence what and whom to ask next. 

In a sense, the opinion of each guest is already predictable to the host, even to 

audiences when it is the three parties that are being involved in the debate. Their being 

juxtaposed together on the issue, however, is new. By asking the guests and the questions 

in the planned sequence, the host calculatively orchestrates a preferred juxtaposition of 

conflicting opinions on the issue, with a tempo he schedules33. The guests are allowed less 

free interactions among themselves but more time to develop an elaborate and complete 

argument as they are much less interrupted once they take their own turns (Examples will 

come shortly below). 

2.2.2. Heating up the Debate while Appearing Neutral 

By asking questions, the host appears neutral as he expresses no comments but 

simply tries to elicit the guests' argument with what others have said, on news or at the 

debate desk. This adds to his apparent neutrality, as it is required inherently in the built-in 

design of juxtaposing conflicting opinions. He looks even more neutral when he simply 

33 

According to Yang (1997:53-54), the host "envisions" in his own mind as vividly as possible how each 
episode would proceed with certain guest combination. If he can not "envision" the whole process himself, he 
would rather forsake the topic. 
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picks up a sensitive part from a guest's argument, reformulating it into another question, 

and posing it to another guest who holds an opposite opinion. In the whole process of 

debating, he appears to be doing nothing ideologically biased as he takes notes when 

listening attentively, summarizing what has been said, pinpointing the controversial parts, 

packing it into a question and pushing for an immediate answer. However, behind this 

appearance of detached and disinterested neutrality is in fact a tactic to engage the guests 

in a way to ensure the best effects of contrast. For inherent in the summaries he makes and 

the questions he uses are seeds of confrontation, even head-on clashes. For a glimpse of 

this tactics, I will quote at length the second round of the debate from the episode of 

March 19,1996 again. 

1. The Host: Commissioner Wu just said that Taiwanese Awareness does not mean 
Taiwan Independence. Do you agree, Director Chen? (To the pro-independence DPP's Chen). 

2. Chen: ...This should be a serious issue, not a time for propaganda... Regardless of 
the different positions we may take on the issue of re-unification or independence, we 
should be united in condemning ChiCom's threatening behaviors. It is directed by the 
hard-liners in their army. Only when we have strong reactions can we frustrate them and 
help their people gain better security of human rights. Commissioner Wu tried hard to 
specify between Taiwanianism and Taiwan Independence. This is too difficult if you 
grasp well the relationship between history and politics... Our school textbooks have 
been too politicized to be close to our historical and cultural reality... Now without any 
political propaganda, new Taiwanese Awareness has gradually taken shape and finally 
we all feel we are in the same boat. Just how strong this awareness will confront the 
Chinese Awareness will have very much to do with the degree of tension between both 
sides of the Strait. 

3. The Host: Just now Director Chen said that, if Taiwan produces a very strong New 
Taiwanese awareness, it can frustrate the ChiCom's belligerent military. In this case, 
shouldn't Taiwan clarify its own status as a nation and get rid ofihe current ambiguity? 
Many people still assert that the ambiguity is for our best advantage. Legislator Li, what 
do you have to say about that? (to the pro-reunification NP delegate) 

4. Li: ChiCom's military threat is not an issue to be handled entirely within Taiwan. It 
is because that they think Independenism is being provoked.... Someone induces that. As 
to the so-called Taiwan Awareness, actually it was the NP who initiated the New 
Taiwanese Movement as we all share the common fate... Many people do acknowledge 
that they are Taiwanese, as the Junior Chiang did. But very few people agree that they 
are not Chinese and without Chinese blood in them. The Mainland will change. See 
what has happened to the U.S.S.R? It would be a great oddity if it doesn't change. Why 
not let both sides compete by wooing their own people, and then appeal to the other side? 
In due time the reunification will be reached... Taiwanese Awareness should be allowed 
to take shape naturally, rather than by intentional instigation or provoking a drastic 
increase. The leaders in particular should not behave as if to provoke the anti-Chinese 
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emotions... If you try Independence... for sure people in the Mainland won't feel 
attracted. 

5. The Host: You said the leader of the nation in particular should not intentionally 
instigate Taiwanese Awareness. You also mentioned to let both sides woo the people 
and let time decide... But Commissioner Wu, do you agree? (to the KMT delegate) 

6. Wu: I don't think that ChiCom's threatening is entirely caused by President Lee. 
May I ask our audience, If the Junior Chiang is still alive today, won't ChiCom try to 
terrify us by force? President Lee certainly has his style, but to blame him for ChiCom's 
military threats is too much simplifying the issue. To attribute such a big complicated 
problem entirely to President Lee is but a campaign trick effective to provoke, but not 
helpful for long-term rational thinking... I agree it is difficult to differentiate between 
Taiwan Awareness, Taiwanianism, Taiwan independence. To be frank, we don't need 
create any slogan today. The NP's advocating for New Taiwanese Awareness is perhaps 
due to its felt need to contrast itself against Independenism.... ChiCom is undergoing an 
internal power struggle. When they try to terrify Taiwan, Taiwan's Independence 
awareness can only be reinforced... This is just a necessity...Therefore I said we need to 
have a pragmatic attitude to Chinese history. The terms themselves do not have any 
meaning by themselves. What is Taiwan Independence? If it is something about fighting 
for our basic rights to existence and future developments, I think we three have nothing 
to dispute about. 

7. The Host: Director Chen, do you think Commissioner Wu's pragmatic Chinese 
Awareness may perhaps create more conflicts at the moment when Taiwanese 
Awareness is being reinforced? 

8. Chen: I feel very sorry that we Taiwanese have to handle so many confusing 
terms... Mr. Wu probably just tried to demarcate the KMT's stance from the DPP's by 
emphasizing what he called a "pragmatic attitude to Chinese history". But what can be 
called pragmatic? Mr. Li mentioned that China will definitely change. We do know that 
they are now encountering some structural difficulties and they are probably trying to 
sort them out. But who in this world can guarantee that they will change? If the regime 
does collapse, will China become more democratic or more authoritative? Let me 
remind you, Russia is very cold and cruel to Chechenians. It won't be pragmatic at all if 
Taiwan gambles its own future on someone else' intangible future... This group of 
people has a common fate to face and now they are conscious ofthat. This is what can 
be called pragmatic. By the way, the NP and its candidates often blame Lee Teng-hui, 
holding him responsible for the cross-Strait conflicts. I think we should blame more on 
others, not on our own kind. 

9. The Host: Mr. Liu, people here feel that it is better to make it loud and clear on this 
reunification/independence issue, and to let everyone hold his/her own banner straight 
and high. They don't feel it is pragmatic to wait for time to solve the problem. What's 
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your opinion?34 

10. Liu: We should get some perspectives and try to see further. Years ago I came here 
and was very disappointed. No one talked about the Tien An Men Square Incident. This 
was very different from Hong Kong. The Taiwanese tend to see only themselves. Even 
France or Germany is more concerned with the Mainland than Taiwan is. This indicates 
a lack in the sense of mission... or of interests, if you could see it a bit further for your 
interests. Taiwan seems to see only her immediate interests... Yet China is an issue you 
cannot escape. Please don't get angry, for I am sorry to say you have only Islanders' 
Awareness. Why not see further? The Mainland can be a very dynamic country.... Being 
a part of China, Taiwan will feel very proud in the future... 

Compared with those in other campaign-related episodes, the above long quote 

is quite a calm debate, nonetheless by sharp tongues35. It was after all, only four days 

before the 1996 Presidential Election. Apparently, the host did not seem to say anything of 

his own. But it is clear that he intentionally highlighted what he deemed the most 

controversial part in what a guest had just said, and tossed it to the other guest who he 

supposed would be the one most allergic to it among all the guests. This is an effort to get 

the debate going with the required heat for a language-laden program especially when the 

topic is more about clashes of ideas and less about clashes of immediate party interests 

(Well, still some links in between in campaign seasons). The differences among the 

represented opinion stances on the issue are appropriated to create conflicts from multi

lateral confrontations such that a theatrical intensity can be produced, maintained, or even 

maximized. Studying closely the five questions he asked, we can find how the host tried to 

appropriate the differences in ways that could bring up conflicts: 

• In N°l, the host said "does not meari\ which sounded more straight and direct than 

Wu's original lengthy speech which focused on the good/bad dichotomy (see the 

paragraph after the 4th quote after Headline 2.2.1 "Calculative Orchestration"). 

• In N°3, the host used "the belligerent military" ( S t J^ IÄI^ÖW^ ) , a very negative 

and strong idiom in Chinese, instead of "hard-liners" ( 'MöÊM) originally used by 

Liu and then referred to by Chen. He also revealed the real argument which laid 

behind and was implied by Chen's more careful rhetoric: "Only when we have strong 

reactions can we frustrate them...", i.e., the need to clarify Taiwan's ambiguous status 

Here there were about four minutes of commercial time. The debate resumed after the commercials. 
35 rrrt 

The quoted excerpt is a conscious choice as this research essay is intended for the international audience. 
The transcription for this episode was done particularly in details. There are plenty of more radical and 
confrontational disputes on 2700. As they tend to be too local by nature, it is more difficult for the 
international audience to make sense of them without detailed and lengthy explanations. 
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with a "very strong Taiwan awareness". In his question to the NP's Li, a here-and-now 

imperative was implied as the suggested actions of "clarifying" and "getting rid of' 

were intended to solve the "current" ambiguity. This was a strong contrast to Chen's 

consciously restrained wording. 

• In N°5, the host simply pinpointed two key points in Li's speech without making a 

substantial rhetorical change. Sufficient conflicts were made obvious by Li's accusing 

"someone" of inducing the big trouble and by Li's "wooing the people" thesis which 

suggested a slow-down approach in contrast to the KMT's allegedly unwise, self-

inflicting, quick-tempered approach he harshly criticized. 

• In N°7, the host was in fact actively giving a hint on something possible but not yet 

obvious or evident, so that the DPP's Chen would confront KMT's Wu accordingly. 

• In N°9 the host uses "people here" (xSISÔ^A) when he actually referred to the 

DPP's Chen. Here the DPP was being universalized to encompass even KMT and NP 

such that the contrast between Liu with the rest of the guests could be reiterated. 

Besides that, "make it loud and clear" ( ^ f ê S f c l ^ I S f i î R ^ ) and "let everyone 

hold his/her own banner straight and high" ( i^MJEfßiM^ ) were his own wording 

by which he tried to make explicit what remained unspecified, at best implicit, in 

Chen's speech. In the next sentence, "They don't feeF was used to echo hence 

reinforce the inclusive nature of "people here ". 

By now it should be clear that 2100's host does make his share of efforts to 

ensure the heat, hence the theatrical intensity, of the debate, while he apparently remains 

detached and disinterested as the traditional anchor. In his intermediation, he takes great 

care to nurture an image of neutrality. For examples, the first names are never used in his 

talk. He addresses every guest equally on a last-name basis. When occasionally the full 

name is mentioned, it is usually coupled with either Mr., Miss., or the official title attached 

to the guest being addressed. He even learns, from callers' feedback, to make sure that the 

seat arrangement or his own facial and vocal expressions do not give any impressions of 

bias (Yang 1997). When the guests get hot, he tries to calm them down, reminding them to 

stick to the principle of "rational" debating. When a guest says something against someone 

absent, he would stop him/her, saying that the person criticized is not around to clarify for 

him/herself. When something a guest just said seems to suggest a lack of evidence, he 

would immediately point it out for the audiences as a remedy36. 

2100 were reportedly often used by its political guests to spread something harmful to their opponents 
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In a sense, this carefully nurtured detached and neutral image equivalent to that 

of an anchor helps heat up the debate. With the neutral image, the host is much freer to 

concentrate simply on the conflicts among the guests rather than on any particular opinion 

stance itself. As we have witnessed from above, the host intermediates in a way that 

ensures that the sharp tongue of the next speaker attacks the previous speakers) so that the 

conflicts among them are fully exposed. This is what Yang (1997: 56), an ex-2100 

crewmember, terms vividly as a tactic of "instigating the dogs to bite one another". The 

theatrical intensity from such exposure of mutual contradictions is coupled with and 

reinforced by the visual presentation of the guests when the facial expressions of the 

speaker and the one s/he is made to confront are juxtaposed on the split screen. Thus, the 

DDP's Director Chen is seen giving a silent sniff when the NP's Li says something she 

does not share, or the NP's Li smiles wryly when the KMT's Wu seems very indignant. 

This visual contrast, being part and parcel of talk on 2100, contributes greatly to what Shen 

Fu-hsiung calls the "fun" from the guests' vocal confrontations. 

"Fun" is certainly not all of what 2100 can offer, neither is it something 

entirely negative for informational programming. Many seemingly weighty, complicated, 

and sensitive issues, a lot of which have been taboo for decades, are handled at the peak of 

public attention- This sheer fact itself is something by all means touching if understood 

against the background of Taiwan television. To the degree that the issues are framed and 

discussed in a way more tangible and digestible for the audience, 2100's rhetorical 

emphases can be seen as contributing to its openness as a talk space. 

3. CONCLUSION 

We have treated 2100 as a "professional construct" and examined how 

professional efforts are pooled to ensure the most desired effects to engage. In Renkema's 

(1993) words, 2100 is a "discursive situation" where current affairs are packed in a way 

more intended to engage than to persuade. In our study of the two specified aspects, i.e. the 

diversity aspect and the rhetoric aspect, we found both breakthroughs and limitations. In 

particular, the recombination nature inevitable of talkshow programming makes it difficult 

for 2100 to pioneer more actively in its issue coverage hence the definition/construction of 

current affairs. The juxtaposition approach of competing opinions, though highly potential 

of postmodern productivity, can lose that particular productivity in the ever hustle and 

particularly in election seasons. Obviously the host learns greatly from his past experiences and becomes 
cautious of being used, which would certainly harm the fair and neutral image he tries hard to nurture. 
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bustle of make-shift talkshow programming. The disinterested neutrality of the host, armed 

and anointed with the rare news authority gained from the new-styled programming, may 

endeavor to orchestrate for more theatrical than communicative purposes. 

We are reminded here of how an alternative music band in Taiwan laments in 

one of its songs: "Taipei, a place where all problems are reduced into topics, and issues 

into juicy gossips". No doubt the topicality of problems and issues is of top concern on 

2100 as it tightly follows the traditional news values. In the daily orchestration for 

theatrical effects to engage, however, 2J 00 may contribute greatly to the reduction of 

problems into topics and issues into gossips, if it is without a strong presence of elite 

guests who have insights to convey beyond the heat of their talk made immediately 

consumable by the host. Given the old faces as "the reliable group of safety air bags" 

(Yang 1997), 2100 is still carefully fumbling for more issue diversity and guest variety. It 

is still hard to predict its future development for the time being. 

For better or for worse, all the professional efforts in hosting and the 

management of guests and issue/topics constitute what lay participants would encounter 

when they care enough to join the debate. How do they actually make use of the 

participatory program and open up the public discourse of current affairs professionally 

define4 and managed for mass consumption? This is what we are going to discuss next. 
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